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Biochemistry on a Leash: The Roles of Tether Length and Geometry
in Signal Integration Proteins
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ABSTRACT We use statistical mechanics and simple ideas from polymer physics to develop a quantitative model of proteins
whose activity is controlled by flexibly tethered ligands and receptors. We predict how the properties of tethers influence the func-
tion of these proteins and demonstrate how their tether length dependence can be exploited to construct proteins whose integra-
tion of multiple signals can be tuned. One case study to which we apply these ideas is that of the Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome
Proteins as activators of actin polymerization. More generally, tethered ligands competing with those free in solution are common
phenomena in biology, making this an important specific example of a widespread biological idea.
INTRODUCTION

Flexible chains of amino acids, referred to here as tethers, are

important for the function of natural and synthetic proteins.

Four examples of natural proteins in which such tether motifs

are thought to play an active role are actin polymerization by

formin proteins; the autoregulation of Src family kinases; the

methylation of bacterial chemotaxis receptors; and the inac-

tivation of potassium channels. Several of these examples are

highlighted schematically in Fig. 1.

Actin is an important biopolymer; it is important for cell

division, motility, and other tasks like phagocytosis. Given

its vital role in the life of a cell, it is no surprise that the forma-

tion of actin filaments is tightly controlled by the cell. For-

mins are one class of proteins that participate in this process

by promoting the growth of actin filaments. Formins have

been shown to increase the rate of polymerization by as

much as 5- or 15-fold; how they achieve this speedup remains

an open question (1,2). Recently, a physical model for this

speedup has been proposed that treats the activation process

like a ball in a cup (3). In this model, depicted in Fig. 1 a, flex-

ible tethers connect binding sites for profilin-bound actin to

an FH2 domain, the portion of formins known to bind to

the barbed end of actin filaments. The flexible tethers serve

to deliver actin monomers to the barbed end, enabling the

polymerization process to proceed more rapidly than

permitted by the diffusion limit. While this model

has yet to be validated, it is an intriguing hypothesis that

such tethers play an active role in formin-mediated actin

polymerization

Src kinases are another family of proteins in which tethers

are thought to play a prominent role (4,5). Src kinases are

signaling proteins that control a number of cellular processes

including adhesion and cell division. In particular, Src kinases

are thought to possess both an inactive and an active confor-
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mation. They also possess SH2 and SH3 domains, protein

domains that recognize and bind to small peptide sequences.

In Src kinases, these domains are connected to their respective

ligands by flexible tethers. In the current model of Src regula-

tion, the SH2 and SH3 domains bind to their tethered ligands

to stabilize the inactive conformation; this model is shown

in Fig. 1 b. The receptor-ligand interaction is suboptimal,

enabling ligands free in solution to compete for binding

with the tethered domain and activate the Src kinase (4,5).

Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the

regulation is dependent on the composition of the tethers con-

necting the multiple subunits (6,7). In this system and others,

the role tethers play can be thought of as biochemistry on

a leash. In these cases, there is a competition between the teth-

ered ligands and those that are free in solution. Simple phys-

ical models and clever experiments are starting to reveal how

this competition plays out (8). A quantitative picture will

deepen our understanding of how signaling proteins work.

Tethers are also believed to play an important role in the

methylation of the chemotaxis receptors Tar and Tsr. The

flexible C terminus of these receptors is thought to bind to

the methyl-transferases CheR and CheB, linking them to the

receptor with a flexible tether. While tethered, these proteins

can methylate the chemotaxis receptor, an event crucial for

adaptation. The flexible tethers linking the transmembrane

receptor with the methyl-transferase has been the focus of

recent theoretical work (9). Through use of a dynamic

description of the tethers, Windisch et al. have demonstrated

how tethering can lead to a more efficient search for

substrates as well as control the orientation of the tethered

CheR and CheB (9).

The inactivation of the voltage-gated Shaker potassium

channel is another instance in which tethers are thought to

play an important role in the biological function of a protein.

The Shaker potassium channel adopts an open conformation

when a large transmembrane voltage is applied, leading to

a flux of potassium ions across the membrane. Once open,
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FIGURE 1 Biological examples of biochemistry on

a leash. Receptors and ligands connected by a flexible

tether are a common motif in biological systems. (a) For-

min-mediated actin polymerization (3). In one model,

formin proteins can use flexible tethers to grab actin mono-

mers in solution and deliver them to the end of a growing

actin filament. (b) Inactivation of Src tyrosine kinase

(Courtesy of David Goodsell, Scripps Research Institute,

La Jolla, CA). A flexible linker connects the SH2 domain

and the tail portion of Src tyrosine kinase. It is thought

that the binding of the phosphorylated tail to SH2 locks

the protein in an inactive conformation. Theoretical studies

suggest that the properties of the tether can influence the

protein’s function. (c) Activation of Arp2/3 by synthetic

WASPs (59). WASPs link Arp2/3-mediated actin polymer-

ization to chemical signals by controlling the delivery of

the first actin monomer to the growing actin filament.

Synthetic WASPs have an interesting structural motif

where a receptor and ligand are connected by a flexible

tether. The competition between the tethered ligand and

ligands free in solution gives rise to varying levels of actin

polymerization.
the channel can be spontaneously inactivated in a voltage-

independent fashion; mutational studies by Zagotta et al.

(10,13), Zagotta and Aldrich (11), and Hoshi et al. (12) iden-

tified an N-terminal cytoplasmic portion of the ion channel as

the portion responsible for this rapid inactivation . The current

model for inactivation posits that the cytoplasmic domain

consists of a ball connected to a leash (12,13). The ball can

bind to the pore and block the flux of potassium ions. In this

model, the tether serves to effectively increase the concentra-

tion of balls seen by the open pore. Interestingly, the degree of

inactivation has been shown to be dependent on the length of

the tether. Mutants with longer tethers have less inactivation

while mutants with shorter tethers exhibited more inactiva-

tion. Work by Timpe and Peller (14) demonstrated that this

behavior was consistent with a model in which the tethers

were modeled as a random walk. As exhibited by these exam-

ples, simple polymer models have much to tell us about how

tethers can influence the behavior of natural proteins.

Tethers have also been used to design new proteins with

improved or novel functions. Applications vary from

increasing folding rates of homodimers to designing multiva-

lent ligands (8,15,16). Recent work by Krishnamurthy et al.
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
(8) has demonstrated how tethers can be used to construct

ligands that bind to multiple sites on a protein. In their

work, they connected human carbonic anhydrase and its

ligand using a flexible polyethylene glycol tether. In this

system, they were able to quantify the competition between

free and tethered ligands and measure how this competition

varied when the length of the tether was tuned. While this

work has important consequences for the design of multiva-

lent ligands, the results also speak to how biochemistry on

a leash plays out in natural biological systems. Indeed, we

argue later that tether length is an important dial that is key

for modulating the behavior of synthetic proteins and a useful

probe to understand how natural proteins work.

Another instance in which tethers have been used to design

new proteins is the rewiring of the WASP family of signaling

proteins (17). Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome Proteins, or

WASPs, are a family of proteins that regulates the creation

of new actin filaments by the Arp2/3 complex (18–23). One

common feature of these proteins is that activation of Arp2/3

is carried out by a C-terminal VCA domain. The VCA domain

binds both the Arp2/3 complex and actin, and has been shown

to deliver the first monomer in a new actin filament (20,24).
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As with Src kinases, regulation occurs through autoinhibitory

interactions that stabilize an inactive conformation (18,23,25).

Chemical signals can bind and competitively relieve this auto-

inhibition; the binding of Cdc42 and PIP2 to the family

member N-WASP is a classic example (22,25).

As with regulatory networks, reprogramming is often

a metric for understanding (26–31). Recent work in modular

recombination has produced synthetic N-WASPs by teth-

ering a VCA domain to a receptor and its associated ligand

(17). The interaction between the receptor and its tethered

ligand serve to mimic the autoinhibitory interactions in

native N-WASP. Some of the richest results of this recombi-

nation technique involve constructs comprised of multiple

receptor-ligand pairs on the same tether (see Fig. 6). In these

cases, a binding partnership between one receptor-ligand

pair will physically shorten the tether connecting the remain-

ing pair, resulting in a different free energy of closure and

novel signal integration behavior.

In conjunction with reprogramming, WASPs have also

been the focus of quantitative modeling (17,22,32,33). Engi-

neering and theoretical approaches have proven useful, as

they serve to challenge and sharpen our understanding. In

particular, one role of theory is to test models by having dials

that can be tuned to produce falsifiable predictions. The

pictures that depict these proteins suggest the geometry of

the tethers can be tuned to elicit different biological functions.

Experiments have shown that changing tether lengths can

affect the behavior of synthetic proteins; theoretical studies

have reported similar findings (7,15–17,34). The goal of

this article is to examine how the general features of tethers

influence the behavior of natural and synthetic proteins. In

particular, we develop a quantitative model for tethered

receptor-ligand pairs and show through a case study how the

features of tethers can control the behavior of signaling proteins.

The outline of this article is as follows. In Statistical

Mechanical Model of Tethered Receptor-Ligand Pairs, we

present our model for the interplay between free and tethered

ligands. In Polymer Physics of Protein Tethers, we outline

a simple random walk model used to describe flexible

tethers. In Signaling Proteins: Roles of Tether Length and

Geometry, we apply the model to predict the tether length

dependence of a one-input synthetic N-WASP construct.

We also extend our statistical mechanical model to study

the input/output properties of multiple input constructs and

illustrate how tethers can influence the signal integration

properties of these proteins. In Discussion, we finish by dis-

cussing the role that tether geometry plays in protein-medi-

ated signal integration and discussing how this model can

be used to examine other cases of biochemistry on a leash.

STATISTICAL MECHANICAL MODEL OF
TETHERED RECEPTOR-LIGAND PAIRS

In this work, we restrict ourselves to the case where tethered

receptor-ligand binding inhibits protein activity. Our moti-
vating examples for selecting this motif are the synthetic

WASP proteins that regulate actin polymerization by Arp2/3.

A schematic for one of these constructs, which we call the

simple switch, is outlined in Fig. 2. The receptor and tethered

ligand, also called the cis-ligand, are each connected to

a tether. The two tethers originate from distinct, fixed loca-

tions in space. This is likely the case if there are some inter-

vening secondary structural elements between the origins of

the two tethers. In this motif, the switch is considered to be

off when the receptor and cis-ligand are bound and on

otherwise.

The starting point for our model is the assumption that the

switches are effectively in thermal equilibrium. Because life

is an inherently nonequilibrium process, care must be exer-

cised when attempting to apply an equilibrium model to a

biological system. Our model of the simple switch is one

such case. We imagine that the active states of the switch

are coupled to some productive reaction, as envisioned in

Fig. 11. The intuition behind our equilibrium assumption is

a separation of timescales between ligand binding and this

productive reaction. Binding of the ligands and the spatial

fluctuations of unstructured amino acids are fast processes,

occurring on a timescale of milliseconds or less (35–37).

For our motivating example, this process is Arp2/3-mediated

actin polymerization, a process that occurs on the timescale

of seconds or longer. Because of this separation of time-

scales, we expect the productive reaction to only care about

FIGURE 2 States and weights for the simple switch. The tethered ligand

functions as an inhibitor and locks the protein into an inactive state when

bound to the receptor. Ligands in solution can compete with cis-ligand to

activate the switch. Statistical mechanics assigns statistical weights to

each state and allows us to compute the probability of the protein to be in

an active state, as shown in the ratio at the bottom.
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
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the equilibrium behavior of the switches. We give this

argument a more concrete mathematical treatment in the

Appendix.

We are interested in finding the probability that a simple

switch occupies an active state, a quantity we label pon. In

our model, this quantity is our metric for the activity of the

simple switch. To proceed with the calculation, we first

invoke the standard statistical mechanics toolkit. Statistical

mechanics tells us that the probability of the system being

in a given collection of microscopic states is given by

pstate ¼
ge�b3

Z
; (1)

where g is the degeneracy of the collection, bh 1
kBT, 3 is the

energy of the collection, and Z is a normalization factor

called the partition function. For our problem, there are three

factors that determine the statistical weight of a collection—

the strength of the interaction between the receptor and its

ligands, the configurations of the ligands in solution, and

the configurations of the tethers. Simple arguments lead to

expressions for all three factors.

We treat the interaction between the receptor and its

ligands by letting free ligand bind to the receptor with a

binding energy of 3f and cis-ligand bind with energy 3t. As

shown in Fig. 2, this identifies three different energy

levels—one in which no ligand is bound; one in which free

ligands are bound; and one in which cis-ligands are bound.

Applying Eq. 1, we can write the probability the switch is

active as

pon ¼

P
i˛active states

gie
�b3i

P
i˛all states

gie�b3i
: (2)

The configurations of the ligands in solution and the

configurations of the tethers contribute to the degeneracy

of each energy level. Assuming independence of the contri-

butions, we can write the degeneracy of the ith energy level as

gi ¼ Ui
solUi

tet, where Ui
sol and Ui

tet are the number of config-

urations available to the ligands in solution and tethers,

respectively. In what follows, we will assume that the ligands

are in excess of the switches; that is, the switches do not

compete with each other for ligands in the solution. If there

is one ligand in solution, then the number of configurations

for that ligand scales with the volume of the solution (here we

invoke ideas appropriate to a dilute solution). With L indis-

tinguishable ligands in a solution of volume V, the number

of configurations available to them scales as UL
sol f VL/L!.

When a ligand in solution binds to the receptor, its available

volume is restricted to a small volume vs. The number of

configurations then scales as UL–1
sol f VL–1vs/(L � 1)!. We

can account for the configurations of the tethers by appealing

to basic polymer physics. The physical intuition is that the

tethers can explore more configurations when the receptor

is free than when it is bound to its cis-ligand, making it entro-
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
pically favorable for the switch to be on. Models from poly-

mer physics allow us to quantify this effect. What we wish to

know are the quantities Uon
tet and Uoff

tet, the number of config-

urations available to the tether in the on- and off-states,

respectively. In the active state, we assume the tethers are

unconstrained. In the inactive state, the configurations avail-

able to the tethers are restricted because their binding of the

receptor with its cis-ligand forces the tether ends to lie near

each other. The ratio between Uoff
tet and the total number of

possible tether configurations is the probability that the tether

ends are close enough for binding to occur. In other words, if

the probability of the two tether ends being close is ploop,

then

Utet
off

Utet
on

¼ ploop: (3)

With these expressions in hand, we compute the statistical

weight for each state. Further, as shown in Fig. 2, we can

write the probability that the switch is active as

pon ¼
Utet

onUsol
L þ Utet

onUsol
L�1e�b3f

Utet
onUsol

L þ Utet
onUsol

L�1e�b3f þ Utet
offU

sol
L e�b3t

: (4)

By dividing the top and bottom of this expression by Uon
tetUsol

L,

this expression reduces to

pon ¼
1 þ Usol

L�1

Usol
L

e�b3f

1 þ Usol
L�1

Usol
L

e�b3f þ Utet
off

Utet
on

e�b3t

: (5)

By definition, UL–1
sol/UL

sol ¼ vs[L], where [L] denotes the

concentration of ligand. Thus, the probability pon can be

expressed as

pon ¼
1 þ ½L�

1
vs

eb3f

1 þ ½L�
1
vs

eb3f
þ

1
vs

ploop

1
vs

eb3t

: (6)

At this point, it is convenient to define a probability

density

J ¼ ploop

vs

; (7)

characterizing the concentration of the tethered ligand in the

vicinity of the tethered receptor. In this simple model, the

receptor and tethered ligand are treated as point objects and

are free to bind when the tether ends are within a small volume

of each other. Naturally, the looping probability will depend

on what this volume is; however, the probability density will

not. Furthermore, we can formulate our entire problem in

terms of probability densities and calculate them directly

from different polymer models. Readers familiar with DNA

looping will find this probability density very similar to the

J factor first used by Jacobson and Stockmayer to describe

DNA cyclization (38). Using the probability density, we

can rewrite pon as
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pon ¼
1 þ ½L�

1
vs

eb3f

1 þ ½L�
1
vs

eb3f
þ J

1
vs

eb3t

¼
1 þ ½L�

Kd

1 þ ½L�
Kd
þ J

K
0
d

; (8)

where Kd ¼ 1
vs

eb3f and K
0
d ¼ 1

vs
eb3t denote dissociation

constants. Grouping terms into dissociation constants is

useful because they provide a scale for concentrations and

because they can be measured experimentally.

The physical interpretation of Eq. 8 is straightforward. The

denominator reflects a competition between the ligands in solu-

tion and ligands that are tethered. Binding of free ligand to the

receptor has a favorable energy but reduces the entropy of the

ligands in solution. Binding of cis-ligand to the receptor is also

energetically favorable but reduces the configurations available

to the tethers, thus reducing their entropy. When
½L�
Kd

[ J
K
0
d

,

the free ligand wins the competition and pon z 1. When
J

K
0
d

[max
�½L�

Kd
; 1
�
, on the other hand, the cis-ligand wins and

pon z 0. Also note that the probability density J has the units

of concentration, and hence can be thought of as an effective

concentration. In other words, it is the concentration of cis-

ligand seen by the receptor. To quantify the interplay between

the entropy of the solution and the entropy of the tethers, we

need a physical model of the tethers. One such model, the

random walk model, is outlined in the following section.

POLYMER PHYSICS OF PROTEIN TETHERS

To have a predictive framework for thinking about the tether-

length dependence of signaling protein function, we must

have a quantitative description of the competition between

the tethered ligand and its untethered counterparts in solution.

Specifically, we wish to employ a polymer model to describe

the tethers and calculate the probability density of the tether

ends. Our ultimate goal is to compute the effective concentra-

tion of cis-ligand seen by the receptor. We note that the

meeting of two tethers with distinct origins is a problem that

has been considered previously in the literature (39). There

are many possible approaches to modeling tethers; in this

article, we employ the simplest of them—a random walk

model. The limitations of this model are briefly discussed at

the end of the section.

In the random walk model, the tether is coarse-grained

into a collection of independent segments, as depicted in

Fig. 3. Each segment is allowed to rotate freely in space.

The tether is composed of N statistically independent Kuhn

segments of length b. The ith segment has orientation ~ri

and the end-to-end-distance vector is given by ~R ¼
PN
i¼1

~ri. It

follows from the central limit theorem that the probability

distribution for the end-to-end distance vector, Gð~RÞ, takes

the form of a Gaussian. The spatial components of ~R are

independent for long tethers, so we can write Gð~RÞ ¼
GxðxÞGyðyÞGzðzÞ. The central limit theorem demands that

Gx, Gy, and Gz be Gaussian as well. Gaussian distributions
are characterized by their mean and variance. Symmetry

demands the means be zero; the variance is given by

h~R2i ¼ Nb2. Independence implies the variances are given

by hx2i ¼ hy2i ¼ hz2i ¼ Nb2

3
. Using these relations, we see

that the probability distribution of ~R is given by

Gð~R; x; LÞ ¼
�

3

4pxL

�3
2

exp

�
� 3~R ,~R

4xL

�
; (9)

where L ¼ Nb is the total length of the random walk and

x ¼ b
2

is its persistence length.

FIGURE 3 Random walk model for flexible polypeptide chains. (a) In

this model, the polypeptide chain is separated into statistically independent

segments, called Kuhn segments, of length b. The orientation of two mono-

mers is perfectly correlated if they are in the same segment and completely

uncorrelated if they are in different segments. (b) The probability distribu-

tion for the end-to-end distance vector for a chain of length L ¼ 20xp

computed with both the wormlike chain and random walk models. The

computation for the wormlike chain was implemented using the method

of Samuel and Sinha (60). A comparison between the two polymer models

shows that the random walk model is an acceptable approximation of the

wormlike chain model for long chains.
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
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Because the receptor and cis-ligand are each connected to

a tether, this simple model allows us to find their probability

densities at each point in space and compute the effective

concentration of cis-ligand seen by the receptor. We start

by assuming the receptor’s tether has length L1 and begins

at some point~r01 while the cis-ligand’s tether has length L2

and begins at~r02. If we denote the end of the receptor’s tether

as ~r1 and the end of the cis-ligand’s tether as ~r2, then

the probability distribution for the tether ends are given

by Gð~r1 �~r01; xT; L1Þ and Gð~r2 �~r02; xT; L2Þ, respectively.

To find the probability density of the cis-ligand as seen

by the receptor, we must count the tether conformations

where the receptor and cis-ligand are in close proximity

to each other. This is accomplished by integrating the

joint probability distribution of the two tether ends,

Gð~r1 �~r01; xT; L1ÞGð~r2 �~r02; xT;L2Þ, over all possible posi-

tions of the two tether ends while employing a d-function

to ensure that we only count the conformations where the

tether ends are in the same location. The effective concentra-

tion is then

J ¼
R

d3r1d3r2dð3Þ
��
~r1 �~r01

	
�
�
~r2 �~r02

		
�G

�
~r1 �~r01; xT; L1

	
G
�
~r2 �~r02; xT; L2

	
¼ Gð~D; xT; LTÞ; (10)

where LT ¼ L1 þ L2 is the combined length of both tethers,

xT is their persistence length, and ~D ¼~r01 �~r02 is the vector

between the origin of the two tethers. Note that in the above

calculation, we have made use of the fact that the convolu-

tion of two Gaussians is itself a Gaussian.

The random walk model provides a simple way to

compute the effective concentration of cis-ligand. However,

this model is not without its flaws. For example, the worm-

like chain (WLC) model, which attributes a bending energy

for different tether conformations, has been shown to fit

force-extension measurements and distributions of length

sizes extracted from protein databases (40–43). Other

models, such as the rotational isomeric state model or the

three-bead rotating chain are justified on experimental and

structural grounds (44,45). More complicated models like

the WLC are necessary to enable us to examine short tethers.

On the other hand, the WLC and RW models provide the

same quantitative description for long tethers (D. Van Valen,

unpublished data). Further, considering the models above,

none addresses the influence of self-avoidance and nearby

macromolecules on tether conformation. These excluded

volume effects, particularly the role of nearby macromole-

cules, have been the subject of theoretical modeling (9,46).

Recent experimental work suggests that they play an impor-

tant role in tethered receptor-ligand systems (8). While these

concerns are important, we have chosen this model because

our goal was to develop a simple model to explore tethering

in proteins and to illustrate the kinds of effects to which such
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
tethering can give rise. Furthermore, we expect that our qual-

itative conclusions will remain valid even when self-avoid-

ance becomes important. Further consideration of excluded

volume effects is beyond the scope of this work and will

be the focus of future studies.

SIGNALING PROTEINS: ROLES OF TETHER
LENGTH AND GEOMETRY

At this point, we are in a position to apply the tools from the

previous two sections to investigate the roles of tether length

and geometry on the behavior of signaling proteins. First, we

will discuss the case of simple switches, which contain a

single ligand-receptor pair. Then, we will describe the coop-

erative integration of signals in more complex switches that

contain multiple ligand-receptor pairs.

Simple switches

Our motivating examples for the statistical mechanical model

are the reprogrammed WASPs that link Arp2/3-dependent

actin polymerization to chemical signals. In particular, we

are interested in predicting how the properties of the tethers

that connect the different domains influence the function of

these proteins. To obtain such a prediction requires a number

of model parameters. Fortunately, a number of studies exist

on the structural biology of WASPs and the physical nature

of amino-acid chains that provide us with physical parameters

that can be used to render the model predictive. Using the rule

of thumb that one amino acid contributes ~0.4 nm to

a protein’s contour length, we estimate the flexible portions

of the VCA domain to be ~21.6 nm in length. These portions

are the black segments shown in Fig. 4 a. The receptor, which

in the case of the simple switch is a PDZ domain, is also

thought to have unstructured residues at the C terminus; we

estimate these amino acids to be ~2.8 nm in length. For the

simple switch studied by Dueber et al. (17), we assume these

are the only contributions to the tether. Experimental and

theoretical evidence suggests unstructured amino acids

have a persistence length of ~0.4 nm (40–43,47,62).

The remaining unknown parameter is the size of the rigid

portion of the VCA domain, D, as indicated schematically

in Fig. 4. Recall that D arises in the model because the tethers

for the receptor and ligand originate from different points.

There are a number of reasons to expect this to be the case

for the VCA domain. First, experiments have shown that

N-WASP will bind Arp2/3 whether or not it is in an active

conformation (22). This data leads to the working assumption

that the simple switch is always bound to Arp2/3. While this

may not always be the case, only the subpopulation of Arp2/3s

in solution that are bound to an N-WASP will contribute

significantly to the creation of new actin filaments. Hence,

we are justified in limiting the discussion to this case.

Because the VCA domain of N-WASP is mostly unstruc-

tured, it is reasonable to ask where on Arp2/3 the VCA
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FIGURE 4 Physical model for the output domain of

N-WASP. The VCA domain is thought to be a mixture

of a-helices and unstructured amino acids. (a) Separation

of structure into residues assumed to have secondary struc-

ture and residues assumed to be unstructured. Here, cylin-

ders represent stable a-helices. (b) Model for binding of the

VCA domain to Arp2/3 (59). In our model, binding of

VCA to Arp2/3 fixes the location of the C and A domains.

This allows us to treat the C and A domains as rigid cylin-

ders and the rest of the VCA domain as flexible tethers.
domain binds. Yeast two-hybrid experiments have shown that

the acidic residues (i.e., the A domain in VCA) bind the

protein p21, a member of the Arp2/3 complex (19). The ver-

prolin domain, or V domain, is known to bind actin mono-

mers. Because the conserved domain, or C domain, has

homology to the V domain, it has been proposed that it binds

to the actin homolog Arp2 (47). The fivefold decrease in the

dissociation constant for VCA binding to Arp2/3 when the

C domain is present supports this hypothesis (20). If these

two interactions exist, then they likely serve to hold the two

tether origins fixed in space at separate points. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 4. Hence, the justification for applying this

simple model to WASPs rests on the existence of these two

interactions.

To find D, we turn to the titration experiments of the simple

switch by Dueber et al. (17). In this experiment, the relative

activity, a measure of the speedup in actin polymerization

caused by activated WASPs, was measured as a function of

ligand concentration. We fit this experiment with fixed tether

lengths by assuming that pon is equal to the relative activity

and using least-squares to find the effective concentration

that best matched their data. With this fit, we estimate D to

be ~7.94 nm. This value is close to the distance between

Arp2 and p21 in the Arp2/3 complex, the two members of

the Arp2/3 complex that have been proposed as binding sites

for the C and A domains, respectively. Finally, the dissocia-

tion constant for the receptor’s interaction with both free

and cis-ligand is taken to be ~8 mM (17). With these numbers,

we can predict how the effective concentration (and hence the

activity) changes with tether length.

The prediction for the tether length dependence of the

simple switch is shown in Fig. 5. Lengthening short tethers

increases effective concentrations while the opposite effect

is seen for very long tethers. The crossover between the

two regimes occurs at LT ¼ D2

2xT
. This scaling behavior arises

because a portion of the output domain is treated as a rigid
rod. To enter a looped state, the tethers must cross this rod,

a task that is difficult when the tether length is comparable

to the rod size D. In this regime, extending the tethers across

the rod becomes easier with longer tethers. When the tethers

are very long, the opposite is seen. Because the rod is short

compared to tethers, it has a small effect on how often the

two tether ends meet. If the rod is ignored, then our simple

polymer model treats the whole construct as a random

walk. Longer walks decrease the chance the walk ends at

the beginning, implying that longer tethers will decrease

the likelihood of PDZ seeing its cis-ligand. In particular, in

this regime the effective concentration obeys the scaling

law J f LT
�3/2.

There are several points about this model that are worth

noting. First, we are assuming that pon is equivalent to the

relative activity that is measured in experiments. While the

relative activity is likely a monotonically increasing function

of pon, one cannot say the two are equivalent until this has

been proven experimentally. The use of this assumption

may undermine a quantitative interpretation of our results,

though there are other cases such as transcriptional regula-

tion where this kind of thinking is appropriate (48). This

assumption is a reasonable first step and allows us to use our

model to interpret experimental results and generate predic-

tions. Second, the short tether regime may be more relevant

for experiments. Looping likely renders the construct inac-

tive through a conformational change in the VCA domain.

Very long tethers may decouple the connection between

looping and switch inactivation. Indeed, some constructs with

long tethers are constitutively active (17). Short tethers avoid

this issue and hence might be more useful experimentally.

Third, our results depend on our assumptions about the physical

properties of the VCA domain while bound to Arp2/3.

If one of the putative interactions does not exist, then

the VCA domain would remain unstructured while bound

to Arp2/3, and the effective concentration would decrease
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
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monotonically with increasing tether length with a�3
2

scaling

exponent. Finally, we note that the tether length prediction

here will have interesting consequences for how constructs

with multiple tethered receptor-ligand pairs behave in our

model. Indeed, the rich behavior afforded by the case of

multiple receptor-ligand pairs associated with the same over-

all tether will serve as the basis of our discussion below.

FIGURE 5 Tether length dependence of the simple switch. (a) The prob-

ability of the switch being active as a function of ligand concentration and

tether length. The parameters used for the case study on reprogrammed

N-WASP are described in the main text. Zero additional amino acids corre-

sponds to the experimental construct with a tether length of ~24.4 nm. The

additional amino acids used by Dueber et al. (17) consist of serine-glycine

repeats. Assuming the relative activity is equivalent to pon, we can use exper-

imental data from Dueber et al. to fit for unknown parameters in our model

(17). (b) The tether length dependence of the effective concentration of

cis-ligand. We find that for short tethers, an increase in tether length leads

to higher effective concentrations and hence a lower probability of occu-

pying an active state. The reverse effect is seen in the model for very long

tethers.
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
Complex switches

In this section, we extend the statistical mechanical model

described above to examine constructs with multiple

receptor-ligand pairs, or complex switches. Such motifs

might be one way in which evolution has expanded the

signaling inventory by permitting multiple inputs to a given

protein that activates other downstream components. The

topologies of the complex switches under discussion are

shown in Fig. 6. Complex switches accept multiple chemical

inputs and exhibit interesting signal integration behavior.

Some of the most interesting cases are reprogrammed

N-WASP constructs that display antagonistic integration;

one input is stimulatory while the other is inhibitory. Our

goal is to demonstrate how tethers can play an active role in

this decision-making and propose physical mechanisms for

how signaling proteins integrate multiple signals.

As with the simple switch, we can use statistical mechanics

to construct a states-and-weights diagram for the two topolo-

gies in consideration; this is shown in Fig. 7. We restrict

ourselves to the case where receptors only interact with

ligands of the same color and where looping is the mechanism

of inhibition. We point the reader’s attention to two important

features of this extension.

First, the topology of the complex switch—that is, the

arrangement of receptors and ligands on the tether—is

crucial for determining what role tethers play in the switch’s

signal integration properties. In class I switches, the black

receptor-ligand pair controls the length of the white recep-

tor’s tether. Because the white receptor-ligand pair controls

the switch’s activation, the behavior with respect to tether

FIGURE 6 Topologies of complex switches. This figure outlines the

topologies of the complex switches discussed in this work and highlights

the relevant tether lengths. The statistical mechanical model used to

examine the simple switch can be extended to examine constructs with

multiple tethered receptor-ligand pairs. Note that there are two distinct

mechanisms for signal integration. For class I switches, the interaction

between the black receptor-ligand pair serves to control the length of the

white receptor’s tether. The tether length dependence is then crucial for

this construct’s signal integration behavior. For class II switches, the inter-

action between the black receptor-ligand pair serves to bring the white

receptor-ligand pair into closer proximity. This likely increases the effective

concentration of white cis-ligand and leads to cooperativity for the binding

of the two inputs.
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FIGURE 7 States and weights for class I and class II complex switches. Statistical mechanics can be used to compute the thermodynamic weight of each

state and the probability the switch occupies an active state. A complete loop must be formed to inactivate the switch. (a) Class I switches have been observed to

display antagonistic gating in experiments. (b) Class II switches display cooperative integration in experiments.
length is crucial for determining how the switch responds

to white and black inputs. Conversely, class II switches do

not share this topology. Interactions between the black

receptor-ligand pair merely bring the white receptor-ligand

pair into closer proximity (assuming the black receptor is

smaller than the size of the cylinder). Hence, in the model,

the switch’s behavior is determined more by the origins of

the tethers, a parameter governed by the secondary structure

of the receptors, rather than by the tether’s physical

properties.

Second, the model now contains three effective concentra-

tions that must be calculated. These are

1. The effective concentration of cis-ligand the black

receptor sees when the white receptor/cis-ligand pair is

unbound.

2. The effective concentration of cis-ligand the white

receptor sees when the black receptor/cis-ligand pair is

unbound.

3. The effective concentration of cis-ligand the white

receptor sees when the black receptor/cis-ligand pair is

bound.

Calculating these effective concentration is not straightfor-

ward, as we can use structures from the PDB in some instances

to abandon our point-particle description of the receptors and

ligands. Because of the physical size of the receptor, the tether

ends for the receptor and cis-ligand are held at a fixed distance

when the two species are bound; physical structures allow us

to estimate this distance. In what follows, we return to our case

study of reprogrammed N-WASP to demonstrate how this

might be done.

Class I switches

As with the simple switch, we can use statistical mechanics

to find the statistical weight of each state. The states and

weights are shown in Fig. 7. Using these results, we can

rewrite the pictorial representation of pon algebraically as

pon ¼
1 þ ½LB�

KB

þ ½LW�
KW

þ ½LB�
KB

½LW�
KW

þ J1

K
0
B

þ J1

K
0
B

½LW�
KW

1 þ ½LB�
KB

þ ½LW�
KW

þ ½LB�
KB

½LW�
KW

þ J1

K
0
B

þ J1

K
0
B

½LW�
KW

þ J1

K
0
B

J3

K
0
W

þ J2

K
0
W

þ ½LB�
KB

J2

K
0
W

: (11)
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Here J1 is the effective concentration of cis-ligand seen by the

black receptor when the white pair is unbound, J2 is the effec-

tive concentration of cis-ligand seen by the white receptor

when the black pair is unbound, and J3 is the effective concen-

tration of cis-ligand seen by the white receptor when the black

pair is bound. Further, KB is the dissociation constant for free

black ligand, K0B is the dissociation constant for black cis-
ligand, KW is the dissociation constant for free white ligand,

and K0W is the dissociation constant for white cis-ligand.

In the reprogrammed N-WASP constructs designed by

Dueber et al. (17), an SH3 domain was used as the black

receptor and a PDZ domain was used as the white receptor.

Fortunately, a crystal structure of SH3 allows us to relax our

point-particle approximation for the black receptor during

our computation of J1. The crystal structure of an SH3

domain bound to its ligand is shown in Fig. 8.

As seen in the figure, a tether connecting the C terminus of

an SH3 domain to the N-terminus of a ligand would have its

beginning and end separated by a distance DSH3 ~2.14 nm in

the bound state. Hence, J1 is given by the expression

J1 ¼
�

3

4pxTL2

�3
2

exp

�
� 3D2

SH3

4xTL2

�
: (12)

The calculation of J2 and J3 is more straightforward. When

the black receptor/cis-ligand pair is unbound, the tether con-

necting the two contributes to the length of the white recep-

tor’s tether. The total length of the white receptor’s tether is

then L1 þ L2 þ L3, and J2 is given by

J2 ¼
�

3

4pxTðL1 þ L2 þ L3Þ

�3
2

� exp

�
� 3D2

4xTðL1 þ L2 þ L3Þ

�
:

(13)

When the black receptor/cis-ligand pair is bound, the tether

connecting the two is looped out and does not contribute to

the length of the white receptor’s tether. The total length of

the white receptor’s tether is then L1 þ L3, and J3 is given by

J3 ¼
�

3

4pxTðL1 þ L3Þ

�3
2

exp

�
� 3D2

4xTðL1 þ L3Þ

�
: (14)

Class II switches

As with class I switches, we can use the pictorial representa-

tion of class II switches to write pon algebraically as

The effective concentrations and dissociation constants have

the same meaning for class II switches as they had for class I

switches.

The calculation of J1 and J2 is straightforward, as we can use

the results from the simple switch with tether lengths L1 and

L1þ L2, respectively. These effective concentrations are given

by

J1 ¼
�

3

4pxTL1

�3
2

exp

�
� 3D2

4xTL1

�
(16)

and

J2 ¼
�

3

4pxTðL1 þ L2Þ

�3
2

exp

�
� 3D2

4xTðL1 þ L2Þ

�
: (17)

To find J3, we can again appeal to a crystal structure of an SH3

domain bound to its ligand. When SH3 is bound to its cis-

ligand, the tether for the white receptor (in this case, PDZ)

originates from the N-terminus of the SH3 domain and the

tether for the white ligand (in this case, PDZ ligand) originates

from the C terminus of the SH3 domain’s cis-ligand. The

tether origins in this case are separated by a distance DPDZ,

and J3 is consequently given by the expression

J3 ¼
�

3

4pxTL2

�3
2

exp

�
� 3D2

PDZ

4xTL2

�
: (18)

FIGURE 8 Nuclear magnetic resonance structure of the SH3 domain. We

can estimate the effective concentration of cis-ligand seen by an SH3 domain

in class I switches by appealing to a structure of the bound complex, iden-

tification number 1PRM in the Protein Data Bank (61). This structure can

also be used to compute the effective concentration of cis-ligand seen by

a PDZ domain in class II switches.
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The model parameters used for the case study on reprog-

rammed N-WASPs are in Table 1.

Applications to reprogrammed N-WASP

To illustrate how tethers can play an active role in signal inte-

gration, we used our model to analyze two classes of reprog-

rammed N-WASP constructs engineered by Dueber et al.

(17). Curiously, the constructs corresponding to class I

switches display antagonistic signal integration in experi-

ments; the results for the application of our model to these

switches are shown in Fig. 9. As seen in the figure, the simple

switch’s scaling behavior with tether length provides a phys-

ical mechanism for the antagonistic gating seen in these

constructs. Because we assume looping is the mechanism

for inhibition, only binding between the white receptor/cis-

ligand pair will be inhibitory. The role of the interaction

between the black receptor/cis-ligand pair is to tune the length

of the tether for the white receptor. As shown in the case study

for the simple switch, lengthening the white receptor’s tether

will increase its local concentration of cis-ligand. In the

absence of free ligand, the black receptor is bound to its cis-

ligand with high probability. The addition of black ligand to

the solution competitively removes this interaction, allowing

the tether connecting the black receptor/cis-ligand pair to be

added to the length of the white receptor’s tether. As a result,

changes in tether length are already a part of the natural reper-

toire of these signaling motifs. The effect of this change in

tether length on the binding of the black receptor/cis-ligand

pair is shown in Fig. 9 b. When the interaction between the

black receptor and its cis-ligand is removed, the effective

concentration the white receptor sees of its cis-ligand slides

up the curve to a higher point for the parameters correspond-

ing to the constructs engineered by Dueber et al. (17). The

white receptor’s cis-ligand functions as an inhibitor, so

removing the black receptor/cis-ligand interaction represses

the switch. Because the role of free black ligand is to compet-

itively remove that interaction, inputs through the black

receptor are antagonistic.

The topology of class I switches afford tethers the opportu-

nity to play an active role in how the two signals are processed.

TABLE 1 Model parameters for class I and class II complex

switches

Class 1 Class 2

Parameter Value Parameter Value

D 7.94 nm D 7.94 nm

DSH3 2.14 nm DPDZ 2.35 nm

L1 21.6 nm L1 21.6 nm

L2 7.2 nm L2 6.8 nm

L3 6.8 nm

KB 0.1 mM KB 0.1 mM

KW 8 mM KW 8 mM

These parameters were taken from experiments performed by Dueber et al.

(17) and correspond to constructs H1-H4 for class I switches and H14-H15

for class II switches.
As seen in Fig. 5, there is a hump in the curve of effective

concentration versus tether length. Where the system sits on

the curve determines how class I switches will integrate the

white and black signals. For the constructs engineered by

Dueber et al., the parameters placed the system on the

increasing part of the curve, where longer tethers lead to

higher effective concentrations. This model predicts that for

these constructs, lengthening the tether connecting the black

receptor and its cis-ligand (L2) will lead to stronger antago-

nistic integration. Finally, we note that if the system were

on the decreasing part of the curve (e.g., by employing a large

L2), then the model predicts cooperative integration. In other

words, both black and white ligands activate the switch.

The results for the application of our model to reprog-

rammed N-WASP constructs corresponding to class II

switches is shown in Fig. 10. These constructs have been

shown to exhibit cooperative integration in experiments,

and can behave as either AND or OR gates. As seen in

Fig. 10, the model displays the cooperative integration seen

in experiments. Both black and white ligands activate the

switch, with maximum activation achieved when both ligands

are present. Mechanistically, the tether length dependence

plays a less prominent role in the behavior of switches with

this topology. Recall that for this topology, both binding of

either black or white cis-ligand to the appropriate receptor is

inhibitory. The cooperativity in the model arises because

the black receptor/cis-ligand interaction controls the location

of the tether origins for the white receptor and its cis-ligand.

Binding of the black receptor/cis-ligand pair brings the tether

origins for the white receptor/cis-ligand pair closer together,

causing the white receptor to see a higher effective concentra-

tion of its cis-ligand. Binding of free black ligand not only re-

moves an inhibitor but reduces the effective concentration the

white receptor sees of its cis-ligand, making it easier for free

white ligand to bind and activate the switch.

SH3/cis-ligand interactions

The case study on reprogrammed N-WASP is useful for

demonstrating how tethers can be involved in signal integra-

tion. However, during our analysis, we noted a discrepancy

between theory and experiment for the interaction strength

between SH3 and its cis-ligand. Experimentally, class I

switches with K0B ¼ 10 mM display antagonistic integration

and switches with K0B ¼ 660 mM only respond to inputs

through the white receptor; the reverse is seen in our model.

Two possible sources for this discrepancy are the SH3/cis-

ligand interaction strength or the effective concentration

SH3 sees of its cis-ligand. If either are reduced by two orders

of magnitude, then our model qualitatively agrees with the

experimental data.

Deciphering which term is the root of the discrepancy is

nontrivial. Concentrations are scaled by dissociation

constants in the theory, making the two cases indistinguish-

able with the current data. Further, we found the same issue
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
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FIGURE 9 Activation profile for an antagonistic class I switch. For this

profile, K0B ¼ 660 mM and K0W ¼ 8 mM. The color represents pon, with

low values being blue and high values being black. When [white ligand]

is increased the switch is activated, reflected by a color shift of blue to yellow

or orange. When [black ligand] is increased, the switch is deactivated. This

effect is best seen at high values of [white ligand]. Because the role of the

black receptor/cis-ligand pair is to determine the length of white receptor’s

tether, the simple scaling properties of the simple switch provide a physical

mechanism for antagonistic integration. The removal of SH3’s interaction
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
in each construct we analyzed that contained an SH3 domain.

A simple switch made from an output domain and SH3

recently constructed by Dueber et al. is best described by an

effective concentration of ~0.2 mM for SH3’s cis-ligand

(49). This is to be compared to ~50 mM for the simple PDZ

switch. It is difficult to explain a two-order-of-magnitude

difference by a larger distance between the two tether origins,

as such a distance is larger than the physical dimensions of the

Arp2/3 complex. The behavior of the SH3 domain remains

a mystery; one possible explanation is that the SH3/cis-ligand

interaction strength is context-dependent. The dissociation

constants for SH3’s interaction with free ligand has been

measured; the strength of this interaction may differ if the

ligand is part of a larger construct (50–52).

Alternatively, the excluded volume effects alluded to in

the previous section may play a significant role. The pres-

ence of large macromolecules like Arp2/3 may influence

the conformations available to the tether, leading to

a decrease in the effective concentration of cis-ligand. Recent

work by Krishnamurthy et al. has suggested that such an

effect is responsible for an order-of-magnitude decrease in

the effective concentration of cis-ligand seen by human

carbonic anhydrase in a tethered receptor-ligand system

(8). Whether this phenomenon could cause a two-order-of-

magnitude effect is unclear. A new round of experiments,

similar to the work of Krishnamurthy et al. (8), exploring

the tether-length dependence of SH3/cis-ligand binding

would be useful in exploring this issue. While much stands

to be learned when theory and experiment disagree, the reso-

lution of this discrepancy is beyond the scope of our work.

The key qualitative point to emerge from these calculations

that transcends the details of our choice of parameters is the

synergy between the different inputs that can exist for a single

tether.

DISCUSSION

We have used statistical mechanics and a random walk

model to quantitatively explore the general theme of proteins

with tethered receptor-ligand pairs. Through a case study on

synthetic WASPs, we illustrated how tethers can influence

protein-mediated decision-making. We applied our model

to constructs where multiple receptor-ligand pairs are con-

nected by the same tether. In this case, we saw that the ex-

pected tether length dependence when the tether origins of

the receptor and cis-ligand are separated provides a physical

mechanism for antagonistic integration. These results demon-

strate how tethers can play an active role in signal integration.

There are a number of directions for future work. With

regard to the case study, our assumptions about the binding

of the VCA domain to Arp2/3 should be tested. The

with its cis-ligand lengthens the white receptor’s tether. The longer tether

length for L2 increases the effective concentration of cis-ligand seen by

the white receptor and represses the switch.
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FIGURE 10 Activation profile for class II switches. The color represents

pon, with low values being blue and high values being black. (a) This

construct exhibits the same behavior as an AND gate; both inputs are neces-

sary to achieve maximal activation. Dissociation constants used were K0B ¼
1000 mM and K0W ¼ 8 mM. (b) This construct has behavior consistent with

an OR gate; either input is sufficient to achieve maximum activation. Disso-

ciation constants used were K0B ¼ 1000 mM and K0W ¼ 100 mM.
flexibility of regions assumed to be unstructured in our work

can be ascertained with force-extension experiments. We

have generated two predictions relevant to synthetic WASPs:

1. Simple switch: For short tethers, an increase in tether

length leads to higher effective concentrations.

2. Antagonistic switch: Lengthening the tether between

SH3 and its cis-ligand will lead to stronger antagonistic

integration.

Both of these predictions can be tested experimentally. We

suggest using FRET measurements or fluorescence quench-

ing as a more direct assay of probabilities (36,37,53,62).

Note also that the role excluded volume plays in this system,

particularly with regard to the SH3 domain, should be

measured with tether lengthening experiments akin to the

work by Krishnamurthy et al. (8).

We end by noting that biochemistry on a leash is a thread

that occurs throughout biology. Flexible tethers have been

proposed to play a role in numerous processes, as mentioned

above. A combination of simple physical models with exper-

iments that vary tether lengths may lead to a clearer picture

of the role tethers play in these systems.

APPENDIX: A KINETIC MODEL FOR THE SIMPLE
SWITCH

In Statistical Mechanical Model of Tethered Receptor-Ligand Pairs, we

developed a statistical mechanical model to compute the probability that

a switch is active by invoking the assumption of thermodynamic equilib-

rium. Before applying this model to a real biological system, it is important

to understand the limits of this assumption. The argument was built around

the separation between the timescales of ligand binding and a productive

subsequent activation reaction. Here, we give this argument a proper quan-

titative underpinning by examining a kinetic model of the simple switch.

Our kinetic model is summarized pictorially in Fig. 11. Ligands free in

solution bind and unbind to the receptor with rate constants kþ and k–.

The cis-ligand binds and unbinds to the receptor with rate constants kc

and k–. In this model, we assume that ligand binding is diffusion-limited.

FIGURE 11 Kinetic model of the simple switch. This toy model assumes

simple chemical kinetics for all reactions. Ligands free in solution bind and

unbind to the receptor with rate constants kþ and k– while the tethered ligand

binds and unbinds with rate constants kc and k–. Switches in an active state

are consumed at a rate R to generate product.
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
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That is, the on-rate is determined by how long it takes a ligand to come into

contact with the receptor; this time is dependent on whether the ligand is free

or if it is connected to a tether. The off-rate is determined by the strength of

the receptor-ligand interaction. Note that we treat the free ligand and cis-ligand

as if they were identical and assign them the same off-rate. As argued earlier, the

switches are coupled to a slow productive reaction; in the case of WASPs, this is

actin polymerization. This coupling is modeled by the final reaction; switches

in the active state are depleted at a rate R to generate a product.

It is straightforward to use chemical kinetics to convert our pictorial repre-

sentation in Fig. 11 into a set of rate equations. The full linear set of kinetic

equations that governs the system is

dS

dt
¼ k�SL þ k�ST � kcS� kþ SL� RS; (19)

dSL

dt
¼ kþ SL� k�SL � RSL; (20)

dST

dt
¼ kcS� k�ST; (21)

dP

dt
¼ RS þ RSL; (22)

where S is the concentration of free switches, SL is the concentration of

switches bound to free ligand, ST is the concentration of switches bound

to tethered ligand, L is the concentration of free ligand, and P is the concen-

tration of product. Note that we assume the concentration of free ligand is

high and is essentially constant. Also note that, in the above equations, we

have neglected the spatial variations of the concentrations. This is a reason-

able assumption if the system is initially well mixed.

The goal of our analysis is to compare a full treatment of the dynamics

of the kinetic equations and determine when, if at all, an effective equilib-

rium approximation might hold. To this end, consider first the case R ¼ 0.

Starting from an initial condition of S0 free switches, the characteristic

relaxation time trel ~ 1/min[k–, kþL, kc] governs the relaxation rate of the

system toward thermal equilibrium. Once in equilibrium, the concentrations

satisfy

S ¼ pSStot; (23)

SL ¼ pSL
Stot; (24)

ST ¼ pST
Stot; (25)

where Stot¼ Sþ SLþ ST is the concentration of all switch species present in

the system, and the probabilities pS, pSL
, and pST

are given by

pS ¼
1

1 þ L
Kd
þ

kc
kþ
Kd

; (26)

pSL
¼

L
Kd

1 þ L
Kd
þ

kc
kþ
Kd

; (27)

and

pST
¼

kc
kþ
Kd

1 þ L
Kd
þ

kc
kþ
Kd

: (28)

Now, when R> 0, we would like to know under which condition(s) we may

regard the switches as being effectively in equilibrium, that is, Si(t) z piStot(t)

where i ¼ [S, SL, ST]. The approximate kinetic equations are given by
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dS

dt
¼ pS

dStot

dt
; (29)

dSL

dt
¼ pSL

dStot

dt
; (30)

dST

dt
¼ pST

dStot

dt
; (31)

dStot

dt
¼ �R

�
pS þ pSL

	
Stot; (32)

and

dP

dt
¼ R

�
pS þ pSL

	
Stot: (33)

That is, the relative ratios of S, SL, and ST remain fixed during the time evolu-

tion of the system. For brevity, we refer to the full kinetic model as FKM and

the kinetic model with effective equilibrium as EKM.

Our strategy to find the limits of the equilibrium assumption is to compare the

exact description with our expectation from equilibrium statistical mechanics.

To do so, we numerically integrate the differential equations subject to a partic-

ular choice of initial conditions and compare the resulting concentrations of the

various species. This integration requires values for kþ, k–, kc, and R. To find kþ
and k–, we turned to the experiments of Gianni et al. (35) and Dueber et al. (17).

For PDZ domains, Gianni et al. have measured kþ and find kþz 8 mM�1 s�1

(35). Their work also suggests that differences in Kd values among different

PDZs and ligands can be attributed primarily to the off-rate, k–. As a result,

we can use the measured value of kþ in conjunction with the measured Kd

to back out the value of k–. Using the equation

k� ¼ Kdkþ ; (34)

we find that k–¼ 64 s�1 to match Kd¼ 8 mM measured by Dueber et al. (17).

Determining the value of kc is more involved. Indeed, the details of the loop

formation kinetics are described in the next subsection and here we spell out

the conceptual basis for determining this rate constant. This parameter has

two components. The first component is a collision rate, kcol, that describes

how often the cis-ligand and receptor collide. The second component is

a reaction probability, r, that describes how often binding occurs given

a collision. This component is likely independent of the properties of the

tether. If the two components are independent, then we can approximate

the reaction rate as

kc ¼ rkcol: (35)

The value kcol is calculated in the following section; for a tether length of 24.4

nm, we find that kcol ¼ 1.79 � 106 s�1. To estimate r, we again turn to the

experiments of Gianni et al. (35). Consider one receptor in a solution of ligands.

The idea is to use the tether-free experiment to estimate parameters that we will

later use to describe the kinetics of the tethered ligand. In particular, we need to

determine the unknown constant r. Their data shows the reaction rate, kþ, is

8 mM�1 s�1. Again, we can separate this into two components, implying

kþ ¼ rkþcol: (36)

We can compute the collision rate, kcol
þ for this reaction using the equation

kþcol ¼ 4pDLb; (37)

where DL is PDZ-ligand’s diffusion coefficient in water and b is its approx-

imate radius. This is a well-known result from Smoluchowski (54). We set

b ¼ 1 nm to estimate the size of a PDZ domain. We can estimate DL using

the Stokes-Einstein relation,
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DL ¼
kBT

6phrL

; (38)

where h is the viscosity of water and rL is the radius of the ligand. We take

h¼ 10�3 kg m�1 s�1 and rL¼ 0.565 nm to obtain DL¼ 3.86� 10�10 m2 s�1.

These values give kcol
þ¼ 2.92� 103 mM�1 s�1, implying that r¼ 2.74� 10�3.

Using this value for r, we estimate kc ¼ 4900 s�1.

The parameter R is the nucleation rate for new actin filaments. To esti-

mate R, we turned to experiments performed by Zalvsky et al. (55). In their

work, they measured the creation rate for new filaments and fit their work to

a four-step kinetic model. In this model Arp2/3, N-WASP, and actin come

together to form a complex, which is then activated at a given rate to produce

new actin filaments. This activation rate is identical to our definition of R; for

N-WASP, they found R¼ 0.034 s�1 (55). Alternatively, the ATP hydrolysis

rate on Arp2 can serve as a surrogate for the nucleation rate. Work by Dayel

and Mullins has shown that the VCA domain feeds Arp2/3 its first actin

monomer and triggers ATP hydrolysis on Arp2 (24). They have also demon-

strated that the creation of new filaments proceeds at a rate close to the rate of

ATP hydrolysis. Assuming that ATP hydrolysis and the creation of a new

filament go hand-in-hand, the ATP hydrolysis rate can be a surrogate for

the nucleation rate. Dayel and Mullins estimate that a lower bound for the

ATP hydrolysis rate is R ~ 0.1 s�1. While the use of either value is reason-

able, precision is not important. As long as R captures the appropriate time-

scale, then it will suffice to determine whether we can treat the system with

an equilibrium model. The parameters used in the simulation are summa-

rized in Table 2.

Computing the collision rate

To compute kcol, we turn to analytic methods that have been previously

developed (56–58). The outline of this calculation is as follows. First, we

find the probability distribution of the distance between the receptor and

its cis-ligand. This distribution is then used as an effective entropic potential

that governs the dynamics of the cis-ligand. Next, we treat the cis-ligand as

a point particle that undergoes one-dimensional diffusion inside this poten-

tial. Its behavior is described by a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation.

We then find the mean first passage time, which is defined as the average

time for the ligand to first come within a short distance of the receptor

provided it starts at the bottom of the potential well. The inverse of the

mean first passage time is our estimate for kcol.

To compute the probability distribution for the end-to-end distance

between the receptor and its cis-ligand, we return to the calculation of

the effective concentration presented in the main text. The effective

concentration is the probability density of the cis-ligand in the vicinity

of the receptor. To compute the new quantity of interest, we want

the probability density of the cis-ligand at some vector ~R away from the

receptor. Let the receptor’s tether begin at ~r01 and end at ~r1 and let the

cis-ligand’s tether begin at ~r02 and end at ~r2. Let us continue to describe

the tethers with the random walk model. The probability density of interest

is given by

Gð~RÞ ¼
Z

d3r1d3r2G
�
~r1 �~r01; xT; L1

	
�G

�
~r2 �~r02; xT;L2

	
d3ð~R� ð~r2 �~r1ÞÞ;

(39)

TABLE 2 Numerical values for the rate constants used in the

kinetic model

Parameter Value

kþ 8 mM�1 s�1

k– 64 s�1

kc 4.9 � 103 s�1

R 0.034 s�1
¼
Z

d3x1G
�
~r1 �~r01; xT; L1

	
G
�
~R þ ~r1 �~r02; xT; L2

	
; (40)

¼
�

3

4pLTxT

�3
2

exp

"
� 3ð~R� ~DÞ2

4LTxT

#
; (41)

where ~D ¼~r02 �~r01 and LT ¼ L1 þ L2. The probability distribution of the

end-to-end distance is then

GðRÞ ¼ R2

Z
dUGð~RÞ; (42)

¼ R2

Z 2p

0

df

Z 2p

�1

dðcosqÞ
�

3

4pLTxT

�3
2

exp

�
�
� 3

4LTxT

�
R2 þ D2 � 2RDcosq

	� (43)

¼
�

3

4pLTxT

�1
22R

D
sinh

�
3RD

2LTxT

�

� exp

�
� 3

4LTxT

�
R2 þ D2

	�
:

(44)

This distribution can be converted into an effective entropic potential using

the equation

UeffðRÞ ¼ �kBT log GðRÞ þ U0; (45)

where U0 is a constant defined such that min Ueff(R) ¼ 0. The shape of this

potential using D ¼ 7.94 nm, xT ¼ 0.4 nm, and LT ¼ 24.4 nm is shown in

FIGURE 12 Potential landscape for the cis-ligand. The probability distri-

bution of the distance between the receptor and its tethered ligand can be

used to define an entropic potential. The cis-ligand is then assumed to

undergo one-dimensional diffusion inside this potential well. We then use

the Fokker-Planck equation to find the average time needed for the cis-ligand

to encounter the absorbing boundary assuming it starts at the bottom of the

potential well. The inverse of this mean first passage time is an estimate for

the collision rate.
Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1275–1292
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FIGURE 13 Simulation of the full kinetic model. (a) The probabilities and concentrations for S, SL, and ST as a function of time for R ¼ .034 s�1. In the full

kinetic model, the switches achieve a rapid preequilibria between the three states S, SL, and ST. After the initial transient, the probabilities for each of the three

states is constant and equal to the probability predicted by equilibrium statistical mechanics. (b) The probabilities and concentrations for S, SL, and ST as a

function of time for R ¼ 1000 s�1. Because the timescale of the productive reaction is the same as that for ligand unbinding, the system never reaches an

effective equilibrium between the states of the simple switch. For this choice of parameters, the considerations of equilibrium statistical mechanics provide

a poor description for the behavior of this system.
Fig. 12. It is important to note that the tethered ligand will behave like it

moves in this entropic potential only if we look at timescales that are long

compared to the timescale of the tether’s mechanical relaxation. A compar-

ison of the contact rate for flexible amino-acid chains obtained through

fluorescence quenching measurements and the theory described by Hudgins

et al. (36), Wang et al. (37), Szabo et al. (56), and Hyeon and Thirumalai (58)

suggest that this is indeed the case and this approach is valid.

Because we assume the ligand undergoes one-dimensional diffusion in

a potential, the probability distribution of its location is governed by the

Fokker-Planck equation,

vpðR; tÞ
vt

¼ D0

v

vR

�
v

vR
p þ b

vUeff

vR
p

�
; (46)

where p is the probability distribution of the ligand and D0 is the cis-ligand’s

apparent diffusion constant. Because we assume the receptor’s location is

fixed at the origin, D0 is actually the sum of both the cis-ligand’s and the

receptor’s diffusion constant. The mean first passage time is given by the

equation

t ¼ 1

D0

Z r

a

dR
0
Z LT

R

dR e
Ueff ðR

0
Þ�Ueff ðRÞ

kBT ; (47)

where a is the end-to-end distance of the tether at which the receptor and its

cis-ligand are considered bound and r is the location of the potential’s

minimum (58). We take a to be 2 nm, the approximate diameter of a PDZ
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domain. We take D0 to be 6.04� 108 nm2 s�1, the sum of DL, and the diffu-

sion constant of a sphere of radius 1 nm in water. We computed this integral

numerically using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) to find kcol ¼
1.79 � 106 s�1.

We numerically integrated the differential equations for the FKM and EKM

using the MATLAB function ode15s. For the full model (FKM), we chose

initial conditions that matched the concentrations used in the work of Dueber

et al. (17). These were S¼ 50 nM, SL¼ 0 nM, ST¼ 0 nM, L¼ 200 mM, and

P ¼ 0 nM. The results are shown in Fig. 13 a, where we plot the probability

for the switch to be in any one of its three states as a function of time. As

shown in Fig. 13 a, using these initial conditions results in an initial transient

during which the concentrations of SL and ST rapidly increase. After the

initial transient, the probabilities remain constant for the duration of the

simulation and are equal to the equilibrium probabilities set by equilibrium

statistical mechanics. This behavior is independent of the initial conditions,

as the system will display the same behavior provided the total concentration

of all switch species, concentration of ligand, and rate constants remain the

same.

We conclude that after the initial transients, the system enters a dynamic

regime that is well characterized by the model invoking effective equilib-

rium. Hence, for our case study, the separation of timescales allows us to

apply an equilibrium statistical mechanical model to a nonequilibrium

system. The kinetic model also provides a vehicle to examine when this is

not the case. During the initial transients, the three states are not in effective

equilibrium. If actin polymerization occurred on a timescale comparable to or

faster than the other rate constants, as shown in Fig. 13 b, then the behavior of
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the system differs from the behavior based on equilibrium statistical

mechanics considerations.
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